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La Salle has one of the nation’s most
extraordinary records in producing

FULBRIGHT SCHOLARS
By John Rodden, ’78
S o m e anniversaries are easy to forget, but never
theless should be remembered and celebrated with
gusto. One La Salle event should therefore not slip
by unnoticed this academic year, especially because
it represents an unusual scholastic achievement for
a small liberal arts institution: the university’s two
decades of extraordinary success in the Fulbright
scholarship competition.
Since 1965, 38 La Salle seniors have won Fulbright
scholarships, which provide one to two years of
graduate study abroad in dozens of nations around
the world. Although precise figures for other colleges
and universities are unavailable, this total easily

places La Salle among the top five institutions in
Pennsylvania and the Delaware Valley. Some faculty
believe that the University ranks even higher.
The numbers are impressive in themselves. But
John Grady, director of La Salle’s Honors Program
and chairman of the university’s Campus Fellowship
Committee for the past sixteen years, concedes that
even he didn’t fully grasp the uniqueness of La Salle’s
accomplishment until several months ago, when he
had a chance to see how well La Salle fared against
East Coast colleges ranging from Maine to the District
of Columbia. Last spring he observed the Fulbright
screening process at the national level in New York.

Donald Rainey, ’65 (seated, foreground), La Salle's first Fulbright Scholar, visited cam pus recen tly and rem in isced with Vincent Kling, ’68
(right), the university’s first Evening Division Fulbright winner, and Gregory Lloyd, ’84, on e o f the younger recipients. Drs. Bernhardt
Blumenthal and L eo Rudnytsky are sea ted in the background.
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FULBRIGHT — continued
teacher’s frequent ‘‘gift of self”—the personal ele
ment in so much fine La Salle teachng, the degree to
which most La Salle teachers deeply care about stu
dents."

Ada Steinmetz-Duffin, '74 who teaches at Marlton (N.J.) High
School, was also nominated for a Rhodes Scholarship—befo re
women b eca m e eligible.

He attended the deliberations of the northeastern
committee for West Germany, which handles appli
cations to the Federal Republic from the New Eng
land and Middle Atlantic colleges. These sessions
gave Grady a clearer understanding as to which in
stitutions La Salle’s Fulbright candidates typically
compete against—and an even greater respect for the
quality of La Salle’s top students.
“I had no idea how extraordinary La Salle’s record
was until I sat in on those meetings,” Grady said. ‘‘For
years I’ve been looking at the screening process strict
ly from the campus end, and though I knew about our
success against other institutions in Pennsylvania. I
was astounded to find that 90 percent of the winners
are from Ivy League and small ‘elite’ colleges. Going
down the list, your eye naturally pauses when it
comes upon ‘La Salle’ next to a candidate’s name.”
W
" hat accounts for La Salle’s outstanding record of
winning Fulbright awards? I have always believed
that the undergraduate education available to the La
Salle student is equal to that of any other institution
in the United States, and I continue to believe it now
that I myself am a college teacher in Virginia. Even
excellent teachers, however, often fail to make stu
dents aware of the scholastic opportunities open to
them, or fail to encourage and guide them after
having brought such opportunities to their attention.
What has distinguished the university and continues
to distinguish it is what I can only call the La Salle
2

A s I talked with La Salle’s Fulbright winners from
the last twenty years—a rare pleasure in itself—this
feeling was reinforced again and again. And fittingly,
such a general, impressionistic explanation for the
university’s success with Fulbright candidates finds
quiet expression in a more immediate and particular
one: the work of Leo Rudnytzky and Bernhardt
Blumenthal. Seventy percent of La Salle’s Fulbright
awardees have studied in Germany and Austria.
These two superb teachers of German language and
literature are largely responsible for the university’s
success with German-speaking candidates, and thus
in no small part for La Salle’s excellent overall record
through two decades of Fulbright competition. Both
teachers actively encourage talented students to think
about the Fulbright competition, almost from the be
ginning of the student’s academic career.
‘‘Careful nurturing,” jokes Leo Rudnytzky, ’58, dis
closing his recipe for cultivating Fulbright winners.
And then more seriously: ‘‘Seeing a student win one
of these awards still gives me a bigger thrill than
anything else in academic life. You can publish
books, but it’s glorious to have young people come
back and tell you that you made such a difference in
their lives. For me, that is the greatest reward.”
Blumenthal, former chairman of La Salle’s Campus
Fellowship Committee for ten years and a Fulbright
scholar himself, agrees. He also notes that the Cam
pus Fellowship Committee is one of the committees
which La Salle faculty ‘‘love to serve on—it deals
directly with students and you’re sure that you’re
doing something which will affect students positive
ly.” On a more personal note, Blumenthal adds, ‘‘To
see a student I’ve worked with eventually obtain a
grant is a reaffirmation of myself. It renews my faith
in young people and my commitment to my work. ‘Ich
form e Menschen nach m eine G ebilde’, said
Goethe—‘I’m forming human beings in my own
image.’ Every teacher does that—and a Fulbright win
ner shows the teacher—oh, so flatteringly—the best
reflection of himself.”
‘‘Become a student of the world,” Emerson advised
the would-be American scholar. Few experiences
prove more exciting for a college student than study
and travel abroad. I discovered that fact during a
semester abroad during my senior year at La Salle,
and so have many other university alumni. Dwelling
abroad, and dwelling upon home, one learns so much:
more tolerance for national differences between
peoples and of the fact that America isn’t always
‘‘right,” more appreciation for the miracle of
language and of the difficulties created by poor com
munication, more awareness of the simple details of
everyday living and of the material luxuries of
American life, more understanding of the relation
between books and people, between word and world.
Every student who studies abroad learns something
of all this. But, as my conversations with a dozen of
La Salle’s Fulbright Scholars made clear, perhaps no
group of La Salle alumni has heeded Emerson’s call

more faithfully than the Fulbright students.
Among La Salle’s earliest winners, the “pioneers”
of the 1960s and early 70s, several have become
teachers. Charles Lutcavage, ’70, teaches German at
Harvard University. Joseph McVeigh, ’74, is a mem
ber of the German Department at Dartmouth College.
Edward Weintraut, ’74, is in the German Department
at Mercer University in Macon, Georgia, Ada
Steinmetz-Duffin, ’74, teaches not only German but
also Spanish, French, Latin and English at Marlton
High School in New Jersey. [Her 1973 nomination by
La Salle for a Rhodes Scholarship may also be the
first time a college ever nominated a woman for the
Rhodes. The competition was not open to women
until recently.] Several Fulbright alumni of the last
five years plan to return to the classroom as teachers.
For instance, Terri Hollister, a 1983 winner to Ger
many, is a graduate student in German at Ohio State
University. Greg Lloyd, ’84, another German grantee,
plans to study at the only university in tiny Lichenstein [population: 20,000), the International Academy
of Philosophy.
I t all began, however, with Donald Rainey, ’65, La
Salle’s first Fulbright awardee. Rainey knew no Ger
man when he came to La Salle. Encouraged by Rudnytzky to take the German Department’s senior sem
inar when he was just a sophomore, Rainey did splen
didly. Two years later he was off to study in Got
tingen, in West Germany. Rudnytzky, who has taught
German, Russian and comparative literature at the
university for twenty-six years, describes Rainey’s
achievement as “my single proudest moment at La
Salle,” “the crowning event of a constant four-year
relationship that has endured.”
The 1965-66 academic year was also a high point in
Rainey’s life. “That Fulbright year gave me so much,”
reflects Rainey, now teaching German in the foreign
language department of Sewell High School, in Turnersville, NJ. “It prepared me for a rewarding career
and has enabled me to kindle a love of language in
my own students. It also gave me an understanding
of other people and places, which helped carry me
through some rough times in Viet Nam. Having been
abroad, I knew about other cultures and about lone
liness. This strengthened me during those moments
when it seems that there was nothing positive in the
world, when I was surrounded by only death and
destruction.” Rainey served in Viet Nam in 1969-70,
after having obtained an MA in German at the Uni
versity of Pittsburgh in 1969. In 1971-72 he returned
to Germany as a high school exchange teacher. Every
year he takes a group of 50 students to La Salle, where
Bernie Blumenthal and Leo Rudnytzky let them sit in
on classes and invite them to consider a future at La
Salle. “Knowing those two fellows [Rudnytzky and
Blumenthal] changed my whole life—they’re wonder
ful, committed teachers,” Rainey says. “Twenty years
later, they’ve still maintained their enthusiasm. It’s
remarkable—and a joy to see.”
Rainey has an answer for those who question the
value of studying foreign languages in general and
German in particular. “Most Americans don’t see the
point of learning a second language. But language is
our portal to the world. Our ignorance of languages
La Salle, Winter 1985-86

M arianne McGettigan W alker, ’76, spent a year in Germ any as a
Fulbright Scholar and is now an attorney and editor at the A m eri
can Law Institute, in P hiladelphia.

is the root of many of our foreign policy problems,
from Iran to El Salvador. Our policymakers don’t
know the native languages and therefore don’t under
stand other cultures. This is true even with Germany:
the Bitburg incident illustrated our lack of under
standing of the history and culture of our most impor
tant European ally today. And when some people ask
me, ‘How can you teach German?—that’s the
language of a people who gave us the Holocaust and
Hitler,’ I respond: the Germans are—and were—no
different than us. What happened to democracy there
could have happened anywhere: a small number of
people seized power. We should look at the Germany
of a half-century ago not as a bogeyman but as a
warning.”
Another Fulbright Alumnus has kept in even closer
touch with La Salle than Rainey. Vicent Kling, ’68, the
university’s first Evening Division winner, also spent
a year in Gottingen and now teaches in the Univer
sity’s English Department. After high school gradu
ation, Kling served two years (1961-63) in the US army
in West Germany, where he began learning German.
When he enrolled in the Evening Division in 1963, he
already had a good working knowledge of German.
In 1964 Rudnytzky took him aside and told him about
the Fulbright program. “Even before I left for Ger
many, I knew that I wanted to teach. A month after
I was there, in November 1968—1 remember it all
3
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“As the years go by, I value the warmth and friendliness

La Salle’s
Fulbright Scholars
Class Name
1965 Donald Rainey
1968 Carmen Valentino
1968* Vincent Kling
1969 Michael Palumbo
1969 Roman Kwasnycky
1969 Robert Lavery
1970 Charles Lutcavage
1971 Franz Birgel
1971* Veronica Neary
1971* Bernard Black
1972 Suzane
Stefanalli-Stone
1973 Libero Scinicarello
1974 Thomas Barger
1974 Ronald Hull
1974 Ada Steinmetz
Joseph McVeigh
Edward Weintraut
William Istone
Judy Van Buskirk
Roberta Allen
Marianne
McGettigan-Walker
1977 Carol Zajac

1974
1974
1975
1976
1976
1976

1977
1977
1978
1978
1979
1980
1980
1981
1982
1982
1983
1983
1984
1984
1985
1985

German
Accounting
Kate Cucagliello
French
Gregory Gibson
French
German
Joseph Bille
German
Michael Kida
German
Edward Zajac
Accounting
German
Monika Heck
Steven Folberg
Psychology
Linda Johnson
German
Mary Fanelli
Spanish
English
Thomas Rodden
Terry Hollister
German
John Saponara
Physics
Lori Schwabenbauer English
Gregory Lloyd
German
Michele Patrick
Economics
History
Greg Maggetti
Economics

* Evening Division
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Major
German
German
English
Classics
English
History
German
German
German
History
Education
French
Education
Italian
Economics
History
Education
German
German
German
Chemistry
French
German
German

Country
Germany
Austria
Germany
Germany
Poland
Ireland
Austria
Germany
Germany
Germany
France
Italy
Germany
Ireland
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
France
Germany
Germany
Germany
Yugoslavia
France
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Israel
Austria
Mexico
Austria
Germany
England
Fiji
Germany
England
Switzerland

vividly to this day—I wrote a letter to Emery
Mollenhauer, then the dean of the Evening Division.
‘I need a job,’ I wrote, asking him for a section or two
of English comp. And in typical Emeryesque fashion,
a positive reply was seemingly back in my hands
before I’d even mailed my letter.” Kling taught at La
Salle part-time before accepting a job at Lake Forest
College in Illinois. He returned to Philadelphia in
1978 and joined the English Department full-time in
1980.
Vince Kling is one of those teachers who gives the
gift of himself to his students, one of those who makes
La Salle special. Like Rudnytzky, he knows La Salle
as a student and as a teacher; get Vince Kling talking
about La Salle history and he will deliver a heartfelt,
though not sentimental, tribute to La Sallians past and
present, ‘‘My lasting impressions are of the
people—not only the people who taught me but also
those who never taught me yet are part of the La Salle
community,” Kling says. Quickly he cites Claude
Koch, John Keenan, Leo Rudnytzky, Jim Devlin, Joe
Moran, John Guischard—some of them names from
the past whom recent La Salle faculty and alumni
have never known. ‘‘They made me and they made
La Salle,” Kling says. ‘‘They were—are—La Salle for
me. If you ask me what La Salle ‘is,’ I can only speak
personally. What is a kid from a rowhouse in Manayunk like me doing teaching Faulkner and Wallace
Stevens? La Salle shows the little people in those
rowhouses that they too can enjoy the treasures of the
human imagination, that they too can gain a
dimension of beauty and spirit and mind which
would not otherwise be available to them. La Salle
gives young people with inarticulate feelings a
chance to give shape and voice to their yearnings.
That’s what happened to me in 1963. And that’s still
happening at La Salle more than 20 years later.” And
happening, I might add, in Vince Kling’s own
classroom.
N o t all of La Salle’s Fulbright Scholars have re
mained in the teaching profession, however. Susan
Stefanelli Stone, a 1972 winner to France, put her
French to good use by working four years as a United
Nations guide. She obtained an MBA from Columbia
in the late 1970s and now works for a New York
pharmaceutical company. Marianne McGettigan
Walker, a 1976 awardee to Germany, is an attorney
(Villanova Law School, ’80) and editor at the Ameri
can Law Institute in Philadelphia. Married a few
weeks before she left for Germany, she recalls her
Fulbright year as ‘‘my greatest experience, a year
long honeymoon!” Today she lives with her husband
and two children in the same home that she did when
she was growing up and attending La Salle, having
bought it from her parents a few years ago. Although
she has not put her German-language skills to direct
use, her Fulbright experience, she says has made her
‘‘a more broad-minded, self-critical person, able to
see issues from others’ perspectives—and foreign pol
icy issues not only from our [American] standpoint.”
Another Fulbright alumnus in the business

of La Salle more and more.”
world—and one of the few who won a grant to an
English-speaking country—is Robert Lavery, a 1969
awardee to Ireland. Married and the father of two
children, he runs a management training consulting
firm in New York. Like Marianne Walker, the lasting
benefits of his Fulbright experience are of a general
kind.
“I mark my life B.F. and A.F.—what happened to
me before and after that Fulbright grant,” Lavery
says. ‘‘Winning that grant lent me confidence—when
I went for my first job interview, I got ready by re
minding myself, ‘Hell, you’re a Fulbright
scholar—they’ll be lucky to have you.’ And they hired
me. Nothing has ever really intimidated me after that
Fulbright year—I competed against the best and came
out well. And the time abroad was itself a horizon
expanding experience. I’d never been out of the coun
try before. That year I travelled through Eastern
Europe. I saw the Berlin Wall. I even toured Britain
as a member of a Dulbin basketball team. When I
came back to the U.S., I saw everything through dif
ferent eyes.”
L a v e ry speaks about Joe O’Grady, professor of his
tory at La Salle and his faculty sponsor for the
Fulbright grant, with the same intensity and admira
tion that Rainey and Kling discuss their La Salle
teachers.
‘‘The real secret to my career success is Joe
O’Grady.” Lavery says. ‘‘In retrospect you under
stand these things—often you can understand them
only in retrospect—or maybe that’s the historian in
me talking. Still, though I haven’t seen Joe O’Grady
in years, there’s hardly a week that goes by that I
don’t think about him. During my senior year, we
were something of a ‘team.’ He was my mentor. He
never had the advantage of a mentor: he was de
termined to give me the opportunity to study abroad
that he had never had. He was also a born iconoclast.
He would beat ‘the system’ by helping me get a
Fulbright. He reviewed my application word for
word. I was the coach’s player, like a Lou Piniella
with Billy Martin—oh sorry, that’s a New Yorker’s
metaphor. But you see what I mean. Joe knew the
game—heck, I even made it to the finalist round in
the Rhodes [scholarship] competition with his help.”
Speaking of Fulbright ‘teams,’ one of the most re
markable in La Salle history has been the sisterbrother duo of Carol and Greg Zajac, both of whom
majored in Accounting-German and won Fulbright
grants to Germany. Carol, ’77, now works as a con
troller for Digital Equipment Corporation in Munich.
Greg, ’79, worked in an accounting firm in Düsseldorf
in 1980-81 and is now completing a Ph.D. in manage
ment in the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton
School.
‘‘People used to say to me, ‘Accounting and Ger
man? That’s like oil and water—it’ll never mix,’ ”
Greg Zajac recalls, and adds that his sister probably
heard the same. ‘‘But it’s mixed perfectly. It’s com
paratively rare to have a business-language back
La Salle, Winter 1985-86

ground. I’ve found that my skills are in great de
mand.”
G r e g Zajac had perhaps the most unusual year of
all the Fulbright winners with whom I spoke. A for
mer member of the TKE fraternity and former presi
dent of the junior varsity band at La Salle, he played
music with German blues players and was active in
several German fraternities. Given the political rad
icalism of the leftist musicians and the conservatism
of the fraternity men, he inadvertently came into con
tact with the two extremes of the German political
spectrum.
‘‘I played with the musicians on the weekend, and
I talked with fraternity members during the week,”
Zajac recalls. ‘‘If I’d stayed within the boundaries of
the university, I would never had met people like
these musicians—they probably would say the same
thing! I was the first white American musician that
the German musicians had ever met. Many black mu
sicians tour Germany and play blues, but few whites.
Living and eating with the musicians in the summer
of 1980, I saw Germany though their eyes—and we cut
two albums together. They’d always say, ‘What do you
see in those facist frat boys?’ But I didn’t see them
as fascist, just conservative. The German fraternities
have an incredible tradition, even including duelling,
dating to the eighteenth century. The non-duelling
fraternities are Catholic—the Church authorities of
the nineteenth century forbade duelling. I had con
tact with both the Catholic and non-Catholic
ones—one of them even asked me to become a mem
ber. I was impressed with their alumni too. Fraternity
alumni in Germany have a much closer relationship
to undergraduates than in the U.S. They subsidize the
fraternity houses, thereby keeping the rents low. So
graduates give to students and it forges a bond.”
Zajac reflects on his feeling of ‘‘community” at La
Salle by way of contrasting it with his German student
days and his current teaching experience as a gradu
ate instructor. ‘‘In Germany, the professors hold one
office hour per week. Students line up outside their
offices—the lines can stretch pretty far. The German
professor rarely gets to know your name, let alone
you as a person.
‘‘When I have kids, I will send them to La Salle,”
Zajac continues. ‘‘As the years go by, I value the
warmth and friendliness of La Salle more and more.
That’s the kind of experience that I want my children
to have. I teach some undergraduate classes here at
Penn, but no matter how good the classes, there’s no
sense of university-wide ‘belonging’ here. There’s a
certain anonymity. I did have the sense of ‘belonging’
at La Salle, and it strengthened me enormously dur
ing my two years abroad. No matter what happened,
it was something to fall back on. And you know? Six
years after graduation, I still have that same sense of
‘belonging’ today.”_____________________________■
John Rodden, t e a c h e s in t h e Department of Com
-munication Studies, at the University of Virginia. His
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HABITS of the HEART
Individualism and Commitment in American Life

The following is excerpted from a chapter, “Love and Marriage,” written
by William M. Sullivan, an associate professor of philosophy at La Salle,
who, along with three other sociologists and a theologian interviewed hun
dreds of citizens. Habits of the Heart, published earlier this year by the
University of California Press, has been critically acclaimed by such publi
cations as the Chicago Tribune and The New York Times. It sweeps across
our nation’s cultural history, offers an intimate and passionate exploration
of American life, and analyzes the way that we see ourselves as wives and
husbands, managers, psychotherapists, local businessmen, and civic ac
tivists.

W e have looked at various ways
Americans today separate out their
ideas of the self from family, re
ligion, and work, and how they seek
lifestyle enclaves to find the selfexpression missing from the rest of
their lives. We have also seen how
their forebears left their homes,
churches, and careers in order to
begin again. Breaking with the past
is part of our past. Leaving tradition
behind runs all the way through our
tradition. But how is such a sepa
rate self to be shaped and
grounded? Do we have answers
today that correspond to those
provided by Winthrop’s God, Jef
ferson’s nature, Franklin’s pro
gress, and Whitman’s poetic feel
ing? Almost everyone who talked
with us spoke of “values” in reply.
Some of them, like Joe Gorman,
make no bones about what those
values “really” are and should be
for everyone. Those who don’t
know better need to be told, like
children, “Shut up and listen!”
Those who do know need to pitch
in to stem the chaos and “cooperate
with each other for the good of the
community.” Others, like Wayne
6

Bauer, return repeatedly to “this
value question” to emphasize that
we should be “helping one another
and working together” instead of
seeking our own success. Margaret
Oldham is more conscious of the
fragile basis of her “values.” “It re
ally sort of comes down to the
authority I say I give my values . . .
all those sorts of goals I’ve set up for
myself, that kind of motivate me
and tell me which way to go, what
to avoid.”
I f the self is defined by its ability
to choose its own values, on what
grounds are those choices them
selves based? For Margaret and
many others, there is simply no objectifiable criterion for choosing
one value or course of action over
another. One’s own idiosyncratic
preferences are their own justifi
cation, because they define the true
self. Brian Palmer explains his
drastic shift from obsession with
work to devotion to family by say
ing that he just got more personal
satisfaction from course B than
from course A. The right act is
simply the one that yields the agent

the most exciting challenge or the
most good feeling about himself.
N o w if selves are defined by
their preferences, but those
preferences are arbitrary, then
each self constitutes its own moral
universe, and there is finally no
way to reconcile conflicting claims
about what is good in itself. All we
can do is refer to chains of conse
quences and ask if our actions
prove useful or consistent in light of
our own “value-systems.” All we
can appeal to in relationships with
others is their self-interest, likewise
enlightened, or their intuitive sym
pathies. In therapy, for example,
Margaret would “try to get them to
come to the realization that they’re
probably causing the other person
a whole lot of pain and then ask,
‘Do you think you ought to do any
thing about that?’ ” If confronted
with a person whose values “I real
ly couldn’t tolerate,” Margaret con
cludes, “I wouldn’t see them in
therapy.” Where sympathy or
already-congruent values are not
enough to resolve moral disagree
ments between ourselves and

Dr. William M. Sullivan, one o f the authors, is an associate professor o f p h ilosop h y at La Salle.
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HEART — continued
others, we have no recourse except
to withdraw from them.
In the absence of any objectifiable criteria of right and wrong,
good or evil, the self and its feelings
become our only moral guide. What
kind of world is inhabited by this
self, perpetually in progress, yet
without any fixed moral end? There
each individual is entitled to his or
her own “bit of space” and is utter
ly free within its boundaries. In the
ory, at least, this civil and psychic
right is extended to everyone, re
gardless of their race, ethnicity, or
value system, insofar as their ex
ercise of this right does not infringe
on the right of others to do likewise.
R ut while everyone may be enti
tled to his or her own private space,
only those who have enough money
can, in fact, afford to purchase the
private property required to do
their own thing. As a consequence,
economic inequalities necessarily
delimit our individual “rights” to
self-fulfillment—or unjustly violate
those rights, as Wayne Bauer argues
in his political struggle to control
the free-market explosion of rents
in affluent Santa Monica. The toler
ance for various values and “life
styles” so notable in Brian Palmer’s
suburban Silicon Valley is helped
along by real estate prices (averag
ing well over $100,000 per house in
the early 1980s) that exclude all but
the upper middle class from buying
homes there. Their livelihood does
not hinge on their communal
loyalties or local respectability, but
on their technical skills, certified
by uni versi t y degrees and
measured by the profit-accounting
of corporations such as Brian’s.
Brian’s separate self, in short, is
socially located on private property
that is marked off from the public
sphere but depends entirely on the
institutional structure of the society
at large for its apparent freedoms.
Ted Oster, a lawyer without in
stitutionalized religious or political
commitments, who also lives in Sili
con Valley, brings the world of the
separate self into more extreme re
lief. He argues that “rigid” moral
standards interfere with one’s free
dom and enjoyment of life, since
“life is a big pinball game and you
have to be able to move and adjust
yourself to situations if you’re going
to enjoy it. You got to be able to
realize that most things are not
8

absolute. Very little is, other than
life and death.” If the self is to be
free, it must also be fluid, moving
easily from one social situation and
role to another without trying to fit
life into any one set of values and
norms, even one’s own. In fact,
one’s values are not really a single
“system,” since they vary from one
social situation and relationship to
the next. Life conceived as a “pin
ball game” has its rules, but they
are all instrumental, meaningful
not in themselves but only as a
means to the player’s enjoyment.
Bending the rules makes sense if it
enhances the player’s satisfaction.
Accordingly, with a good friend
“who is dishonest with some people
in a pretty fundamental way,” says
Ted Oster, “to enjoy him I make
certain compromises in the way I
look at things in order to get into
him and to be able to enjoy him.”
“I don’t think I change basically
who I am. I change what I am doing,
perhaps the things I say. That’s
another aspect of not being totally
honest all the time. I won’t be total
ly honest with somebody so that I
can enjoy them a little bit more. I
put some of my feelings aside. I try
to adjust to their way of looking at
things without changing myself.”
A self free of absolute values or
“rigid” moral obligations can alter
its behavior to adapt to others and
to various social roles. It can play
all of them as a game, keeping par
ticular social identities at arm’s
length, yet never changing its own
“basic” identity, because that
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identity depends only on discover
ing and pursuing its own personal
wants and inner impulses.
If the individual self must be its
own source of moral guidance, then
each individual must always know
what he wants and desires or intuit
what he feels. He must act so as to
produce the greatest satisfaction of
his wants or to express the fullest
range of his impulses. The objec
tified moral goodness of Winthrop
obeying God’s will or Jefferson fol
lowing nature’s laws turns into the
subjective goodness of getting what
you want and enjoying it. Utility re
places duty; self-expression un
seats authority. “Being good” be
comes “feeling good.” “I’ve always
loved that thing that Mark Twain
said about something moral is
something you feel good after,” Ted
Oster remarks, “and something im
moral is something you feel bad
after. Which implies that you got to
try everything at least once. I guess
I’m pretty result-oriented, and
whatever produces a good result
must be right, and whatever
produces a bad result must be
wrong.” Acts, then, are not right or
wrong in themselves, but only be
cause of the results they produce,
the good feelings they engender or
express.
C jiv e n this individualistic moral
framework, the self becomes a
crucial site for the comparative
examination and probing of feel
ings that result from utilitarian acts
and inspire expressive ones. It is to
enhance the efficiency and range of
such examination that Oster sug
gests the need to “try everything at
least once.” The self must be main
tained as the intuitive center of the
wants and impulses that define
right action, and as the un
impeachable evaluator of the good
or bad feelings by which the utility
of our acts can be calculated and
the depth of their self-expression
intuited. At first glance, this picture
of the self seems commonsensically
obvious and problem-free. A hu
manistic therapist comments, “It’s
not so hard for people to figure out
what they want. It’s just they’re
afraid that going and getting it is
going to deprive them of other
things they also want. And they’re
not sure how to juggle everything at
once. But I think people seem to by
and large have an amazingly good

sense somewhere in there of what
makes them feel good.” Individuals
can easily figure out what they
want, since they intuitively know,”
‘‘somewhere in there,” what makes
them feel good. The moral prob
lems of a predominantly utilitarian
self are simply strategic or techni
cal problems: satisfying one want
may obstruct our efforts to do like
wise with another, requiring us to
do some juggling.
B u t another difficulty arises to
dim the possibility of individual
istic self-knowledge. How can we
be sure our own feelings and wants
are uncompromised by those of
others and truly independent of
their values? ‘‘The evaluations of
others are those internalized ideas
of being good, as opposed to feeling
good. And they often clash,” ex
plains the therapist. ‘‘Even though
I couldn’t tell you what feeling good
is, and some people don’t ever ex
perience it much, I think again
people know when they feel good,
but they may be confused about
and distracted by all those other
things. It’s like being in love. It’s so
highly subjective and experienced
so differently that I can’t tell you
what it is. But I can tell you when
I feel it.” Feeling good oneself now
stands in opposition to ‘‘being
good,” seen not as some objective
state of virtue, but as conformity to
the evaluations of others—doing
what satisfies them or what defers
to convention. For all its un
mistakable presence and intensity
on occasion, the experience of feel
ing good, like being in love, is so
highly subjective that its dis
tinguishing characteristics remain
ineffable. The touchstone of indi
vidualistic self-knowledge turns out
to be shaky in the end, and its guide
to action proves elusive.
Separated from family, religion,
and calling as sources of authority,
duty, and moral example, the self
first seeks to work out its own form
of action by autonomously pursuing
happiness and satisfying its wants.
But what are the wants of the self?
By what measure or faculty does it
identify its happiness? In the face
of these questions, the predominant
ethos of American individualism
seems more than ever determined
to press ahead with the task of let
ting go of all criteria other than rad
ical private validation. Speaking of
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midlife, Gail Sheehy says:
Let go. Let it happen to you. Let
it happen to your partner. Let
the feelings. Let the changes.
You can’t take everything
with you when you leave on the
midlife journey. You are mov
ing away. Away from institu
tional claims and other
people’s agenda. Away from
external valuations and ac
creditations, in search of an
inner validation. You are mov
ing out of roles and into the
self. If I could give everyone a
gift for the send-off on this
journey, it would be a tent. A
tent for tentativeness. The gift
of portable roots.
To reach the clearing
beyond, we must stay with the
weightless journey through un
certainty. Whatever counterfeit

“If the self is defined by

its ability to choose its
own values, on what
grounds are those
choices, themselves,
based?”

safety we hold from over
investments in people and in
stitutions must be given up. The
inner custodian must be un
seated from the controls. No
foreign power can direct our
journey from now on. It is for
each of us to find a course that
is valid by our own reckoning.16
But to what or whom do our ethi
cal and moral standards commit us
if they are ‘‘quite independent of
other people’s standards and agen
da?” The two traditions of individu
alism offer us only the cost-benefit
analysis of external success and the
intuition of feeling inwardly more
or less free, comfortable, and
authentic on which to ground our
self-approval. Ideas of the self’s
inner expansion reveal nothing of
the shape moral character should
take, the limits it should respect,
and the community it should serve.
Ideas of potentiality (for what?) tell

us nothing of which tasks and
purposes are worth pursuing and
are blind, for example, to the dif
ferences between a job, career, and
calling. Why should we do one thing
rather than another, especially
when we don’t happen to feel like
it or don’t find it profitable?
It should be clear by now that
‘‘values,” a term we heard constant
ly from almost everyone to whom
we talked, are in themselves no
answer. ‘‘Values” turn out to be the
incomprehensible, rationally in
defensible thing that the individual
chooses when he or she has thrown
off the last vestige of external in
fluence and reached pure, content
less freedom. The ideal self in its
absolute freedom is completely
‘‘unencumbered,” to borrow a term
from Michael Sandel.17 The improvisational self chooses values to
express itself; but it is not con
stituted by them as from a pre-exist
ing source. This notion of an unen
cumbered self is derived not only
from psychotherapy, but much
more fundamentally from modern
philosophy, from Descartes, Locke,
and Hume, who affect us more than
we imagine. Locke was one of the
first to discuss identity in the mod
ern sense of the term when he said,
‘‘The identity of the same man con
sists, viz., in nothing but a partici
pation of the same continued life,
by constantly fleeting particles of
matter, in succession vitally united
to the same organized body.”18
T h e r e are a number of problems
with this notion of the self that have
bedeviled modern thought for a
long time, and the people we talked
to were at least partly conscious of
them. For one thing, what guaran
tees the autonomy of so radically
empty a self against invasion from
outside? Radical empiricism starts
with the autonomy of the self. But,
as Locke argued, what can the self
be but a succession of experiences
imprinted on a ‘‘blank slate?”
Psychological notions of social
ization and conditioning come to
the same thing. Thus Margaret, who
proclaims the autonomy and final
aloneness of the self, nonetheless
believes that ‘‘values are shaped by
the way you’re brought up,” the
‘‘background and experiences that
you’ve had when you were young.”
The extreme of this point of view,
sometimes expressed in the work of
9
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Erving Goffman, is that there is no
self at all.19 What seems to be a self
is merely a series of social masks
that change with each successive
situation. An absolutely auton
omous self and a self determined
completely by the social situation
do not, then, turn out to be op
posites. Many of those to whom we
talked can switch from one
vocabulary to the other, hardly
noticing the difference.
T h e language of “values” as com
monly used is self-contradictory
precisely because it is not a
language of value, or moral choice.
It presumes the existence of an
absolutely empty unencumbered
and improvisational self. It ob
scures personal reality, social reali
ty, and particularly the moral reali
ty that links person and society. We
have therefore tried to use the term
value sparingly in this book, except
when quoting from our interviews.
In fact, many of those to whom
we talked, including therapists,
share our uneasiness about
“values” and other current ways of
thinking about the self. Even while
affirming a self standing alone,
apart from society and prior to it,
some argue that there are “basic
needs,” perhaps rooted in biology,
that everyone shares. Asked what is
worth seeking in life, one therapist
cites “ten basic things that people
want and need: health, clothing,
housing, food, sex, love and in
timacy, work and mastery, play
fulness, spiritual meaning, and se
curity.” Armed with this list, she
can start to make natural law-like
judgments of individual wants:
“healthy” versus “neurotic” needs,
“lower” versus “higher” de
velopmental tasks. Yet such reason
ing remains rooted in a nonsocial,
noncultural conception of reality
that provides remarkably little
guidance beyond private life and
intimate relations.
Another way out of the dead end
of radical individualism, a way in
herited from Wordsworth, Emer
son, and other romantics, and pres
ently found among some human
istic and transpersonal psychol
ogists, is to assume that at the core
of every person is a fundamental
spiritual harmony that links him or
her not only to every other person
but to the cosmos as a whole. Here,
too, external authority, cultural tra
dition, and social institutions are all
10

eschewed. The self in all its pristine
purity is affirmed. But somehow
that self, once discovered, turns out
to be at one with the universe. Ro
mantic and psychologistic pan
theism is, indeed, linked to one
strand of our religious heritage, as
we shall see later. But such roman
tic individualism is remarkably thin
when it comes to any but the
vaguest prescriptions about how to
live in an actual society.
We want to make it clear that we
are not saying that the people to
whom we talked have empty selves.
Most of them are serious, engaged,
deeply involved in the world. But
insofar as they are limited to a

. . The experience of

feeling good, like being in
love, is so highly
subjective that its
distinguishing
characteristics remain
ineffable
language of radical individual
autonomy, as many of them are,
they cannot think about themselves
or others except as arbitrary
centers of violation. They cannot
express the fullness of being that is
actually theirs.
The Meaning of the Life Course

Finding oneself means, among
other things, finding the story or
narrative in terms of which one’s
life makes sense. The life course
and its major stages have become
the subject of considerable social
scientific research, and books on
the life cycle have become best
sellers. Periodizations of childhood
intrigued Americans at least as long
ago as the 1930s. Adolescence as a
peculiarly significant stage of life,
with its “identity crises,” received
widespread attention in the late
1950s and the 1960s. More recently,
we have heard much of midlife
crises and of the aging process.
Given the ideal of a radically unen
cumbered and improvisational self
that we have been describing in this
chapter, it is perhaps not surprising
that Americans should grasp at

some scheme of life stages or crises
to give coherence to the otherwise
utterly arbitrary life patterns they
seem to be asked to create.
If it is to provide any richness of
meaning, the idea of a life course
must be set in a larger generational,
historical, and, probably, religious
context. Yet much popular writing
about the life course (Gail Sheehy’s
Passages, for example), as well as
much of the thinking of ordinary
Americans, considers the life
course without reference to any
social or historical context, as some
thing that occurs to isolated individ
uals. In this situation, every life
crisis, not just that of adolescence,
is a crisis of separation and in
dividuation, but what the ever freer
and more autonomous self is free
for only grows more obscure.
Thinking about the life course in
this way may exacerbate rather
than resolve the problem of the
meaning of the individual life.
I n most societies in world history,
the meaning of one’s life has de
rived to a large degree from one’s
relationship to the lives of one’s
parents and one’s children. For
highly individuated Americans,
there is something anomalous about
the relation between parents and
children, for the biologically nor
mal dependence of children on
adults is perceived as morally ab
normal. We have already seen how
children must leave home, find
their own way religiously and ideo
logically, support themselves, and
find their own peer group. This pro
cess leads to a considerable
amnesia about what one owes to
one’s parents. The owner of a cardealership whom we talked to in
Massachusetts, for example, speaks
of himself as a self-made man who
has always done everything for
himself, conveniently forgetting
that his father established the busi
ness and he himself inherited it.
The tendency to forget what we
have received from our parents
seems, moreover, to generalize to a
forgetting of what we have received
from the past altogether. (We have
noted Jefferson’s amnesia about
what the colonists owed to the Brit
ish.) Conversely, many Americans
are uneasy about taking responsi
bility for children. When asked if
she was responsible for her chil
dren, Margaret Oldham said hesi
tatingly, “I . . . I would say I have

a legal responsibility for them, but
in a sense I think they in turn are
responsible for their acts.” Frances
FitzGerald found that most of the
retirees in Sun City Center had
quite remote relations with their
children and above all dreaded any
dependency on them. Tocqueville
said that Americans would come to
forget their ancestors and their de
scendants, and for many that would
seem to be the case. Such inability
to think positively about family con
tinuity makes the current wide
spread nostalgia for ‘‘the family”
all the more poignant.
C learly, the meaning of one’s life
for most Americans is to become
one’s own person, almost to give
birth to oneself. Much of this pro
cess, as we have seen, is negative.
It involves breaking free from fam
ily, community, and inherited
ideas. Our culture does not give us
much guidance as to how to fill the
contours of this autonomous, selfresponsible self, but it does point to
two important areas. One of these
is work, the realm, par excellence,
of utilitarian individualism. Tra
ditionally, men, and today women
as well, are supposed to show that
in the occupational world they can
stand on their own two feet and be
self-supporting. The other area is
the lifestyle enclave, the realm, par
excellence, of expressive individu
alism. We are supposed to be able
to find a group of sympathetic
people, or at least one such person,
with whom we can spend our
leisure time in an atmosphere of ac
ceptance, happiness, and love.
There is no question that many
Americans find this combination of
work and private life s ty le
satisfying. For people who have
worked hard all their lives, life in
a ‘‘retirement community” com
posed of highly similar people
doing highly similar things may be
gratifying. As a woman who had
lived fourteen years in Sun City
Center, Florida, told Frances
FitzGerald, ‘‘It’s the long vacation
we wished we’d always had.”20
On the other hand, a life com
posed mainly of work that lacks
much intrinsic meaning and leisure
devoted to golf and bridge does
have limitations. It is hard to find
in it the kind of story or narrative,
as of a pilgrimage or quest, that
many cultures have used to link pri
vate and public; present, past, and
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future; and the life of the individ
ual to the life of society and the
meaning of the cosmos.
We should not forget that the
small town and the doctrinaire
church, which did offer more
coherent narratives, were often
narrow and oppressive. Our pres
ent radical individualism is in part
a justified reaction against com
munities and practices that were ir
rationally constricting. A return to
the mores of fifty or a hundred
years ago, even if it were possible,
would not solve, but only ex
acerbate, our problems. Yet in our
desperate effort to free ourselves
from the constrictions of the past,
we have jettisoned too much, for
gotten a history that we cannot
abandon.
O f course, not everyone in
America or everyone to whom we
talked believes in an unen
cumbered self arbitrarily choosing
its ‘‘values,” ‘‘entirely indepen
dent” of everyone else. We talked
to Christians and Jews for whom
the self makes sense in relation to
a. God who challenges, promises,
and reassures. We even talked to
some for whom the word s o u l has
not been entirely displaced by the
word s e l f . We talked to those for
whom the self apart from history
and community makes no sense at
all. To them, a self worth having
only comes into existence through
participation with others in the ef
fort to create a just and loving so
ciety. But we found such people
often on the defensive, struggling

for the biblical and republican
language that could express their
aspirations, often expressing them
selves in the very therapeutic
rhetoric that they consciously re
ject. It is a rhetoric that educated
middle-class Americans, and,
through the medium of television
and other mass communications, in
creasingly all Americans, cannot
avoid. And yet even those most
trapped in the language of the
isolated self (‘‘In the end you’re re
ally alone”] are troubled by the
nihilism they sense there and eager
to find a way of overcoming the
emptiness of purely arbitrary
‘‘values.”
W e believe that much of the
thinking about the self of educated
Americans, thinking that has be
come almost hegemonic in our uni
versities and much of the middle
class, is based on inadequate social
science, impoverished philosophy,
and vacuous theology. There are
truths we do not see when we adopt
the language of radical individual
ism. We find ourselves not indepen
dently of other people and institu
tions but through them. We never
get to the bottom of our selves on
our own. We discover who we are
face to face and side by side with
others in work, love, and learning.
All of our activity goes on in rela
tionships, groups, associations, and
communities ordered by institu
tional structures and interpreted by
cultural patterns of meaning. Our
individualism is itself one such pat
tern. And the positive side of our
individualism, our sense of the
dignity, worth, and moral autonomy
of the individual, is dependent in a
thousand ways on a social, cultural,
and institutional context that keeps
us afloat even when we cannot very
well describe it. There is much in
our life that we do not control, that
we are not even ‘‘responsible” for,
that we receive as grace or face as
tragedy, things Americans habitu
ally prefer not to think about. Fi
nally, we are not simply ends in
ourselves, either as individuals or
as a society. We are parts of a larger
whole that we can neither forget
nor imagine in our own image
without paying a high price. If we
are not to have a self that hangs in
the void, slowly twisting in the
wind, these are issues we cannot
ignore.
■
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The TV Game
Show Mystique
A peculiar blend of fantasy,
reality, sex appeal and pure
profitability keeps millions of
Americans glued to the tube
By Richard J. Goedkoop, Ph.D.

T here reputedly was a sign in
game show host Monty Hall’s office
that said “You can learn more
about America by watching a halfhour of ‘Let’s Make a Deal’ than you
can from watching Walter Cronkite
for a month.” Even if we take that
maxim at less than face value, game
shows do make a statement about
television and about our culture
itself.
While most of the public and TV
critics talk about game show pro
grams , broadcast executives never
forget that theirs is a business,
which has as its goal the making of
profits. In broadcasting this is done
by maximizing sales of air time.
Clearly the most important reason
for the success of game shows is
that they return a great deal of
profit for relatively low investment
costs. Daytime game shows cost an
estimated $100,000+ a week for five
shows that are usually taped in one
day. An average 30 second com
mercial on the same show costs
about $20,000 for a national ad
vertiser. If that figure is multiplied
by the six minutes of selling time in
each program, the network could
assume a profit of $140,000 on the

(This article is an edited version of the
author’s book chapter on television game
shows appearing in H andbook o f T elevision
G enres: An Analysis and R esou rce Guide,
edited by Brian Rose for Greenwood Press,

1985.)
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Some of the more popular quiz/game shows included (clockwise, from left): “The
$64,000 Question,” where Robert Strom, a 10-year-old scientific wizard informs
McHall March that he is “retiring" after winning $192,000 in 1957; “Family Feud,”
where host Richard Dawson gives “President Reagan,” played by Johnny Carson, a
chance at big money, and then watches as Dallas Cowboys running back Tony Dorsett
loses to Cowboys cheerleader Suzette Sholtz-Derrick, and “The Price is Right” with
host Bob Barker in action.
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TV— continued

“The amiable, attractive, masculine host is as essential a part of the
very first program of the week. The
rest of the four-day week is pure
profit; the typical game show can
bring a return of 600-800% on in
vestment.
While soap operas still hold an
advantage over game shows in cur
rent daytime network schedules,
mornings are back to being domi
nated by quiz fare. And the reasons
are primarily economic: develop
ment and per episode costs of soaps
are very high, game shows are not.
So in time periods where audience
levels are relatively low, game
shows make a lot of economic sense
to programmers.
Of course home audiences are
unaware and probably wouldn’t
even care about the economic fac
tors operating in favor of game
shows; for people to watch there
must be something else. In the
opinion of Bud Grant of CBS “It’s
the capacity of the home audience
to participate in one fashion or
another in the game. That’s vital.’’
And Monty Hall agrees: “You’ve
got to involve the audience to the
degree that they’re testing them
selves on the game to see if they can
play it.. . . they’re involved because
they’re identifying with one of the
contestants, or because they’re
emotionally involved, like spec
tators at a sporting event.’’
A t least in some game shows the
audience participation, involve
ment, and identification seems to
be a key to success. Past programs
like “Name that Tune,” “To Tell the
Truth,” the hard-quiz shows of the
late 1950’s, “Password,” “Jeop
ardy,” “$1,000 Pyramid,” and “Fam
ily Feud” appear to fit into this cat
egory. It’s not that the contestants or
the hosts are unimportant to view
ers of these games, but the contest,
the stakes, the quiz itself is more
important. Audiences since the
days of “Professor Quiz” on radio,
through “G.E. College Bowl” on
television and up to the “Feud”
have been interested in testing
their knowledge, ideas, and ex
pertise with that of the contestants.
As Bill Wine said with tongue-incheek in an Inquirer magazine
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article on what it means to be a quiz
show participant, and specifically
about his audition for the nowcancelled show “Knockout”: (he
watched the show) “Religiously.
For the next week my breakfast
consisted of juice, toast, coffee, and
‘Knockout.’ As well as unbridled
optimism, fueled by the remarkable
set of ‘winnings’ I compiled each
morning at home. True, I conceded,
those contestants on the air were
under a trifle more pressure than I.
But not one of them was a match for
me. It is obvious, I thought mod
estly, I was born to compete on this
program.” Wine’s confession is part
of the reason why past, present, and
closet-viewers of game shows
watch the genre. Competition is
fun, especially if the quizzes you
are watching make you seem
brighter than you really are.
Others complain that the compo
sition of audiences has changed
over the years, forcing changes in
quiz-oriented game shows. Bob
Stewart, a long-time producer said,
“The American public’s quality of
intellect, generally speaking, is not
the equal to what it was 20 years
ago.” Game show host Geoff Ed
wards adds: “As time goes on we’re
getting a lot more people whose
backgrounds are in watching tele
vision rather than reading. So you’ll
find questions like, ‘Who plays
Laverne in ‘Laverne and Shirley’?;
instead of ‘What are the two cities
in Tale of Two Cities?’ ”
But there are clear indications
that not all of the appeal of the
game show is based on questions
and answers. Many have enter
tained audiences and been com
mercially successful for other
reasons. Mark Goodson, of the ex
traordinary Goodson-Todman pro
duction company feels one of the
primary functions of game shows
is that “they provide interesting
conversation for viewers. The sort
of conversation you and I might
have at a cocktail party, but not
many game-show viewers go to
cocktail parties.” Without much
question, shows like “People Are
Funny,” “You Bet Your Life,” “I’ve

Got a Secret,” “Newlywed Game,”
and “Hollywood Squares” were
among a substantial number of
game shows that could attribute
more of their success to the con
versation and humor that evolved
between contestants, hosts, and
celebrities than to the contest that
is supposed to be played. Like
Alfred Hitchcock’s celebrated
“McGuffin” in many of his films,
questions and answers were only
excuses for bringing interesting
people together in a program for
mat that allowed the home au
dience eavesdropping rights.
B u t many of the conversationoriented game shows of the past
seem to be in eclipse at the present
time. It seems that both radio and
television “talk show” formats have
taken much of that function away
from game shows. But it would not
be surprising to see a rebound in
this type of game show in the fu
ture. After all, programmers at
local stations were playing reruns
of “The Best of Groucho” and the
syndicated Chuck Barris’ pro
ductions of “Gong Show” and
“$1.98 Beauty Show” in late-night
competition against Johnny Carson
in recent years.
One element in game shows that
does not seem to be changing is the
role of the host or quizmaster. Jeff
Greenfield said of them that “The
amiable, attractive, masculine host
is as essential a part of the fantasy
as the payoff . . . there is no quiz or
game show that has successfully in
stalled a female host, (he) is the ro
mantic element common to all of
these shows.” Not that any of this
is very surprising, sex roles being
what they still are, and audiences
for game shows still being primarily
female, producers have tended to
select warm, attractive, command
ing males to host game shows.
Arlene Francis, Jacqueline Susann,
and Sarah Purcell are among the
very few women ever to host or co
host a game show. Even Lin Bolen,
female chief of NBC daytime pro
gramming in the mid-1970’s, went
along with the type-casting install-
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fantasy as the payoff. ”
ing good-looking younger men (she
called them “young studs”) into
NBC game shows in an attempt to
attract a younger female audience
for the shows. Hosts she was re
sponsible for bringing to TV in
cluded Geoff Edwards, Alex
Trebek, and Jim McKrell.
H o s t s , themselves, tend to down
play the role of sex appeal in their
jobs. Art Fleming, former host of
“Jeopardy,” opts for factors of con
centration, control, and listening
ability as being most important. Bob
Barker of “The New Price is Right”
emphasizes listening to contestants
and says he tries to treat players as
if they were guests in his home.
Both he and veteran host Bill Cul
len agree that experience from a
long career in radio and various an
nouncing jobs are important in
preparing the successful game
show host. Being able to ad-lib is
also a crucial talent.
Even though hosts are important
to the success of game shows, they,
as well as producer Mark Goodson
agree that “the play’s the thing: The
game plays the biggest role . . . the
essence of the game show is the
central core of the game itself.”
And what is the central core of
the television game show? The
peculiar blend of fantasy and reali
ty seems to be at its heart. Again
Jeff Greenfield: “. . . real people
are dropped into a fantasy/crisis
environment (where nothing really
bad can happen to them save for
the failure to win big), surrounded
by excitement and glamour, and
given the chance at sudden riches.”
While the game show is a cul
tivated, technical, artificial facade,
its secret has always been its use of
ordinary people as an attraction for
the audience. Look at the types of
people who became “experts” on
the $64,000 Question”: a policeman
as an expert on Shakespeare, a psy
chologist as an expert on boxing, a
grandmother on the Bible, a shoe
maker on opera, a marine on cook
ing.
Today’s game shows operate on a
similar premise with only a bit
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more subtlety. The introductions
and banter between contestants
and host before the game begins
does more than occupy time, it
functions as “identification” be
tween player in studio and player
at home. “Typical” or “average”
contestants are preferred, although
there is a recognition by producers
that no one type of person or family
can represent all of the viewing au
dience. Witness the wide range of
ethnicity on “Family Feud” and the
fact that it and other shows even
interview contestants on a regional
basis to insure that the players
maintain a representativeness that
cannot be found within a 50 mile
radius of Los Angeles.
O f course the fantasy element is
in the game itself. While it’s true as
Bob Barker says that Americans are
“game oriented” with children,
adults, and families participating at
some level through almost all stages
of their lives, only in professional
sports and on game shows can
people actually be paid for playing
games successfully. The game
show’s comparison to sporting
events is an interesting one. In the
1950’s and ’60’s era of game shows
most were televised live as most
sports still are. The excitement and
possibility that events could go
somewhat awry within the frame
work of the game’s rules was
always an element that induced
viewer participation and interest.
Now game shows are videotaped,
occasionally edited to fit time con
straints, and then rebroadcast. But
producers still try to maintain the
“live” element within the shows
(even though most are tightly
scripted) by rarely stopping tape
for minor errors because like a live
sporting event part of the essential
ingredient of game shows is the
contrived suspense that they create.
Game show producer Bob Stewart
says: “We attempt to continue the
excitement of the contest and the
game play for the live TV audience.
We don’t want to break the spell or
discontinue the buildup of their ex
citement.”

Fantasy elements such as excit
ing, colorful, movable sets and
props also abound on current game
shows, a phenomenon that has in
creased as programs moved out of
production from cramped quarters
in New York to more spacious fa
cilities in Los Angeles. Another fan
tasy element is the way game show
hosts can command the appearance
of cash and prizes from Tiffany’s,
Dicker and Dicker of Beverly Hills,
Nieman-Marcus, and the Spiegel
catalogue. It gives them a power
that rivals network news anchors
summoning reports from Beirut,
Tokyo, and London live over their
shoulders.
Finally, while most contestants
appear to be “everyman” or
“everywoman,” game show pro
ducers generally test and interview
between 100-200 people for every
player that appears on the air. Wine
describes the “ordeal” he went
through in finally getting an ap
pearance on “Knockout.” Even on
the day of taping he sat in a special
section of the audience not knowing
for sure whether he would get a
chance to compete. While stricter
rules brought on by the quiz scan
dals of the late 1950’s make much of
this necessary, it also places the
potential contestant in an am
bivalent atmosphere over which he
has no control.
B u t again the typical game show
viewer is unaware of all the plan
ning required to portray sponta
neity. Game shows are perhaps the
purest television representation of
communication expert William
Stephenson’s ‘‘play theory” of mass
communication, that says we try to
seek out communication “plea
sures” as game shows seem to be.
While lacking much value beyond
their entertainment and di
versionary functions, they have no
endings. They go on, and on, and
on, and probably will as long as
there is commercial television. ■
Dr. Goedkoop is an associate pro
fessor of communication arts at the
university.
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AROUND CAMPUS

Distinguished Alumni gather at The Union L eague o f P hiladelphia for the p u blic k ic k o ff o f Phase II o f The Campaign for the 80’s. From
left: Gregory J. G eruson, ’83, L aw ren ce E. M cA lee, Esq., ’59, John J. French, ’53, H enry G. DeVincent, M.D., '56, and Captain Edw ard F. Bronson,
USN, ’54.

$20 Million Phase II of “Campaign For the 80’s” Begins
La Salle announced a three-year $20
million capital gifts campaign at a din
ner hosted by the university’s Board of
Trustees and Brother President Patrick
Ellis, F.S.C., Ph.D., on September 26 at
The Union League of Philadelphia.
Francis J. Dunleavy, retired president
of ITT; Charles MacDonald Grace, and
Leon J. Perelman, president, American
Paper Products Company, were named
general co-chairman of the campaign,
the second phase of the La Salle’s Cam
paign for the 80’s which will culminate
during the university’s 125th anniver
sary celebration in 1988.
Calling the 1980’s “a decade of re
dedication and renewal,” Brother Ellis
announced that the campaign would
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‘‘focus on those needs that are the
crucible for expression” for La Salle
University—a new library, faculty de
velopment, student aid, learning
centers, and community presence.
La Salle’s President explained that
the university has outgrown its present
David Leo Lawrence Library con
structed in 1952 to accommodate 150,000
volumes and 2,000 students. Today,
more than 304,000 volumes are housed
in the library and its annex and reading
and study space is insufficient for the
6,700 men and women currently attend
ing classes.
‘‘The new library, therefore, is the
priority for La Salle and the linch-pin
for phase II of the Campaign for the

80’s,” Brother Ellis added. The pro
posed 100,000 square feet library will
be completely automated with room for
500,000 volumes and seating for 1,250
users.
Brother Ellis emphasized that as a
university, La Salle remains committed
to its tradition of teaching and scholar
ship. Pointing out that more than 70 per
cent of the university’s full-time faculty
members have their doctorates, La
Salle’s president described teaching as
a ‘‘demanding responsibility that pe
riodically needs to be refreshed and re
warded.” Therefore, he said, the uni
versity is seeking endowment funds to
expand its faculty development pro
gram of released time and semester

leaves for research and writing.
With more than 85 per cent of La
Salle’s students depending on financial
aid, Brother Ellis explained that the
university already has made a substan
tial commitment of institutional funds
to augment prevailing support for fed
eral, state, and private sources.
“But the margin is widening between
what our students need and what the
university can provide,” La Salle’s
president said in calling for additional
tuition subsidies, sponsored scholar
ships, direct grants, or endowed me
morial funds. “Privately-based funding
for financial aid will become even more
crucial in the future in light of
diminished assistance from federal
sources and the increased cost of a La
Salle education.”
Explaining the necessity of additional
funding for new academic programs,
Brother Ellis said that as a Christian
Brothers’ institution, La Salle has
“steadfastly preserved its founding
principles that emphasize human and
spiritual values, yet has been respon
sive to the dynamics of change that
have marked nearly 125 years of La
Salle life.” More than half of La Salle’s
students are now majoring in programs
that were not offered ten years ago, he
added.
La Salle’s President said that ad
ditional funding for its “community
presence” would enable the university
to strengthen its Urban Studies Center,
improve its contribution to the Campus
Boulevard Corporation, and better
serve the non-profit and corporate sec
tors with management support and con
tinuing education through its School of
Business Administration.
“As a responsible corporate citizen,
La Salle takes its community respon
sibilities seriously,” Brother Ellis
added.
KYW-TV news anchor and reporter
Jack Jones served as master of cere
monies at the dinner which featured a
performance by the Philadelphia Boys
Choir and Chorale.

Convocation Honors
Bishop of Detroit and
“Pax Christi” Founder
The Bishop of the Archdiocese of De
troit and the founder of “Pax ChristiUSA,” two people who have devoted
much of their lives to the quest of peace
and justice, received honorary degrees
at La Salle University’s annual Fall
Honors Convocation on Sunday (Octo
ber 20) in the La Salle Union Ballroom,
on campus at 20th St. and Olney Ave.
The Most Reverend Thomas J. Gum
bleton, the Bishop of Detroit, and
Eileen Mary Egan, an author and foun
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B rother P resident Patrick Ellis presen ts hon orary doctor o f human letters deg rees to Eileen
Mary Egan and Bishop Thom as J. Gumbleton.

der of the American branch of the inter
national peace movement, were
awarded honorary doctor of humane
letters degrees. Also honored were
some 504 La Salle University Dean’s
List students—including 158 men and
women from the university’s Evening
Division.
Gregory J. Geruson, a member of La
Salle University’s Board of Trustees,
served as Bishop Gumbleton’s sponsor.
Miss Egan was sponsored by Dr. Dennis
Brunn, Director of the university’s
Urban Studies and Community Ser
vices Center. La Salle University’s
Brother President Patrick Ellis, F.S.C.,
Ph.D., presented the honorary degrees.
Bishop Gumbleton was honored for
his devotion as a teacher, lecturer, and
writer on issues of poverty, justice, and
peace in addition to serving as urban
vicar in Detroit.
“Above all,” said Geruson in pre
senting Bishop Gumbleton for the
honorary degree, “he has given the
church in America an example of a
simple life style, of integrity in putting
gospel values into effective practice,
and of the priesthood in service to the
people of God.”
In presenting Miss Egan with her
degree, Brother Ellis said that her “in
gratiating yet courageous embrace of
the gospel” has been an inspiration.
“Only the long reach of history will
decide the role which you and your col
leagues have fulfilled in giving the rest
of us—busy with so many other mat
ters—time to live at all and to strive so
much more haltingly than yourself

toward the ideals we profess,” La
Salle’s president added.
Bishop Gumbleton has taught, lec
tured, and written extensively on issues
of poverty, justice, and peace. Two
years ago, he was a member of the
Bishop’s Conference which drafted the
pastoral letter, “Challenge of Peace:
God’s Promise and Our Response.” He
traveled to Vietnam in 1973 to in
vestigate the situation of political pris
oners and visited Iran in 1979 as a rep
resentative of the National Conference
of Catholic Bishops observing Ameri
cans held hostage.
A graduate" of Sacred Heart Sem
inary, in Detroit, Bishop Gumbleton at
tended St. John’s Provincial Seminary,
in Plymouth, Mich., and earned a doc
torate in Canon Law from Pontifical
Lateran University, in Rome. He has
served as president of Bread for the
World and Pax Christi-USA, and as vice
president of Pax Christi International.
Miss Egan is founder, and a member
of the executive council and United Na
tions representative of Pax ChristiUSA. She is also associate editor of the
Catholic W orker and author of Such A
Vision o f the Street: M other T eresa,
The Spirit And The Work. She has
served as project supervisor for aid,
refugee relief, and development pro
grams in post-war Europe, Pakistan,
and Vietnam, and is the historian of
Catholic Relief Services.
For many years, Miss Egan was con
sultant to the National Council of Cath
olic Women and helped plan develop
ment programs for women in countries
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of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. She
served on the Committee for the Partici
pation of the Churches in preparation
for the Eucharistic Congress of 1976 and
spoke on “The Eucharist and Peace” at
a plenary session of the Congress on
August 6, 1976.

Cardinal Krol Speaks
on Role of Bishops
What role do Catholic Bishops play as
citizens? How does this role affect the
people of our country?
According to John Cardinal Krol,
Archibishop of Philadelphia, the
bishops have both the right and the ob
ligation to try to contribute to the wel
fare of the country.
“They must be concerned about
human rights, and freedom and econ
omic justice. They must be creatively
involved in the political process, critizing it when necessary and supporting
it when possible.”
Cardinal Krol addressed this issue of
“Bishop As Citizen” on October 10 in
The Dan Rodden Theatre before an au
dience of more than 250 students, fac
ulty and staff. Invited to speak as part
of the university’s Political Awareness

Week program, the Cardinal discussed
the emerging role of church leaders
through pastorals on nuclear war and
peace and economics.
Throughout his talk Cardinal Krol
stressed the sacredness of human life,
stating that human dignity and human
rights are gifts of God. He said the arms
race and the build up of nuclear
weapons are not in accord with God’s
plan for this world and human kind.
As religious leaders the bishops are
obliged to voice the growing concern
that nuclear arms and their use exceed
the limits of legitimate self-defense and
that any war “in which innocent noncombatants are massively destroyed is
a crime against God and man and mer
its unequivocal condemnation.”
“If the Church is to remain true to its
mission,” he said, “it must call for an
end to the arms race. The concern of the
Bishops with nuclear armaments is an
exercise in religious leadership and re
sponsible citizenship.”
As responsible citizens, enjoying the
rights of freedom of speech and re
ligion, the bishops are bound to in
fluence public opinion by expressing
the principals of religion and morality.
“The bishops strive to teach the
gospel truths to the people with a view

to informing
opinion.”

and

molding

public

“So our role,” Cardinal Krol con
tinued, “is that of teacher, to make them
aware of the problems, the evils that
are to be corrected—then the people
themselves are the ones who influence
public policy.”

Provident Grant
“Challenges” La Salle
In late August, Provident National
Bank, an affiliate of PNC Financial
Corp, became the first major financial
institution in the Delaware Valley to
participate in Phase II of La Salle’s
Campaign for the 80’s.
In addition to its outright Corporate
pledge of $20,000 to the Campaign, the
Provident has also offered to double its
usual matching gift factor for a period
of three years (January 1, 1986-December 31, 1988) for all contributions that
are made to La Salle University by
Provident employees who are La Salle
graduates or the parents of current La
Salle students.
In commenting on Provident National
Bank’s commitment to the University,
Brother President Patrick Ellis, F.S.C.,
Ph.D. noted that “This highly innovated
response to the Campaign by a major
corporation provides our alumni and
parents who are employed by the Provi
dent with an outstanding opportunity to
triple the value of their own gifts to the
University during Phase II of the Cam
paign for the 80’s. Hopefully this unique
challenge will motivate similar commit
ments by other corporate donors to La
Salle.”
For futher information on this
matching gift program, contact Ms.
Debra Amper, Director of Public Af
fairs for Provident National Bank
(585-500), or Brother Charles E. Gresh,
F.S.C., Director of the Annual Fund for
La Salle University (951-1539).

Correction
The 1984-85 Honor Roll of Donors
published in the Summer Issue of
the La Salle Magazine inadvertently
omitted the $2,500 contribution from
Albert Einstein Medical Center,
Northern Division. All of us at La
Salle University sincerely regret this
error.
John Cardinal Krol chats with members o f the au d ien ce a fter speakin g in the Dan R odden
Theatre.
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La Salle Hosts Historical Ambassadorial Symposium
of Neutral Countries

A m bassadors Jacobi, o f Sw itzerland, W achtm eister, o f Sw eden, M uller, o f Finland, and Klestil, o f Austria, p articipate in
historic sym posium at La Salle.

When the ambassadors to the
United States from the neutral coun
tries of Austria, Finland, Sweden,
and Switzerland diplomatically
negotiated the stairs leading to the
proscenium of the Dan Rodden
Theatre on Oct. 9,1985, La Salle Uni
versity was simultaneously taking a
historic step onto the world stage of
international relations.
As host to Ambassadors Thomas
Klestil of Austria, Richard Muller of
Finland, Count Wilhelm Wacht
meister of Sweden, and Klaus Jacobi
of Switzerland, La Salle was bring
ing these distinguished visitors
together with some 800 students, fac
ulty, staff, and invited guests for the
very “First Ambassadorial Sym
posium of the Neutral Countries.”
During the four-hour program,
each of the ambassadors rose to de
liver a sometimes serious, sometimes
informal, sometimes humorous,
sometimes impassioned address on
the part a Western democratic neu
tral country can play economically
and politically in a world largely
polarized since the Second World
War by East-West divisions and con
frontations.
Preceding the ambassadors’ talks,
a general introduction to the concept
of neutrality and its many per
mutations and sound-alikes (e.g.
non-alignment and neutralism] was
offered by Symposium convener Dr.
Leonard J. Barchak, assistant pro
fessor of English and Communica
tion Arts. His remarks also recalled
the long and honored history of the
United States’ own neutrality, in
cluding its pre-WWII “Neutrality Act
of 1935.” Moderation of the event
from opening to final syllable was
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efficiently and wittily by La Salle
President Brother Patrick Ellis,
F.S.C., Ph.D.
Following the individual presen
tations, a select interdisciplinary
group of senior La Salle professors
then posed follow-up questions to a
panel composed of all four am
bassadors. Leading off was Dr. Leo
Rudnytzky, of the Foreign Languages
Department, who greeted each am
bassador in his native language and
followed with a demanding question
on human rights and religious free
dom. Other on-stage faculty ques
tioners included Dr. Bernhardt G.
Blumenthal, chairman of the Foreign
Languages Department; Dr. Joshua
Buch, director of the International
Studies Concentration; Dr. Gary
Clabaugh, director of Graduate
Education; Prof. Finn Hornum, assis
tant professor of criminal justice and
sociology; Dr. Eugene Lashchyk, as
sociate professor, philosophy; Dr.
Philip McGovern, assistant pro
fessor, political science; and Dr.
Joseph Mooney, chairman of the
Economics Department.
Together with Dr. Leonard Brownstein, director of the La Salle in
Europe Program; Dr. Michael Kerlin,
chairman of the Philosophy Depart
ment; Dr. Miroslav Labunka, as
sociate professor, history; Brother
President Patrick Ellis; and Dr.
Barchak, these professors comprise
the Symposium Organizing Commit
tee that met and worked for two
years to bring the ambassadors to La
Salle.
A final round of unscripted au
dience questions fielded by the am
bassadors provided some electric
closing moments for the symposium

and suggested the informed and di
verse composition of those attending.
Questions Came not only from
LaSallians of every discipline and
position but from an audience dotted
with foreign and American journal
ists, a TV news team from Channel
6, tri-state ethnic group members of
the four countries, professors from
area and distant colleges and universities, regional organizational
leaders concerned with in ter
national peace and justice issues,
prominent Philadelphians, members
of various Catholic religious orders
and institutions in and around the
city, honorary local consuls from the
participating countries, and at least
one Pennsylvania legislator.
Just before withdrawing to the
Dunleavy Room for a public recep
tion that permitted one-on-one ques
tioning and anecdote exchanging
w ith the a m b a s s a d o rs , the
diplomatic guests each received a
replica Liberty Bell from a represen
tative of Philadelphia Mayor Wilson
Goode.
The idea for the symposium was
conceived in conversations between
Dr. Barchak and Ambassador Muller
of Finland.
Requests for transcripts of the
symposium from as far away as
Michigan, Maine, and Washington
State and from researchers at the
University of Pennsylvania and the
John F. Kennedy School of Govern
ment at Harvard University have put
the wheels in motion to create a col
lected volume of the proceedings.
They will be edited by Dr. Barchak
and should be available from La
Salle in late spring or early summer.
—By Leonard J. Barchak, Ph.D.
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ALUMNI NEWS
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
'3 9____________________

’57_____________________

' 62_____________________________

Joseph F. Buckley is president of his own
management consulting firm—J. F. Buckley,
Inc.

Thomas J. Murphy, a chartered life under
writer (CLU) representing the Equitable
Financial Services, received the Chartered
Financial Consultant (ChFC) designation.
Charles P. Kindregan, Esq., recently had his
sixth book published on M assachusetts F am 
ily Law Actions. He teaches at Suffolk Uni
versity Law School, in Boston.

John F. Carabello, D.M.D., received a fellow
ship in the American College of Dentists at
the College’s Convocation in San Francisco.
John M. Herndon is an investment service
consultant with Wright Investors’ Service, in
Bridgeport, Connecticut. Brian W. Kruse has

’40

' 5 8___________________________ _
Charles A. Hepford, D.P.M., has been ap
pointed by the Governor of Kansas to the
State Board of Healing Arts. He was also
elected secretary of the American Academy
of Podiatry Administration.
Brother Aloysius Lumley, F.S.C., celebrated
his golden jubilee at a liturgy held at La Salle
College High School.

'49
Lawrence Monaco has retired as academic
dean at Dutchess Community College, in
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. He is a consultant at the
Culinary Institute of America, in Hyde Park,
N.Y.

'50_____________________________
James J. Plick is a partner with the law firm
of Plick & Risi, in Dover, N.J. William A.
Sheridan is retiring in February after 35
years of service with the School District of
Philadelphia as a high school teacher and
principal.

' 59____________________________
John J. Feehan has been appointed central
region marketing and sales manager, noncor
rosive products division, of Owens Corning
Fiberglas. John L. Langan is a recognition
consultant, representing Robbins Awards.
LTC Michael J. Proctor has retired from the
U.S. Army at Fort Carson, Colorado. He is
now president of Security Defense Training,
Inc., in Colorado Springs.

' 61______________________________
Stanley T. Praiss, D.D.S., was elected vice
president of the Delaware Valley Dental Im
plant Study Club for 1985-86.

Carabello

joined Buck Consultants, Inc., as a group ex
ecutive and consulting actuary in New York.
Dominic V. O’Brien, Ph.d., is chairman of the
Education Department at Ursinus College.

’63____________________
Herbert Cohen, M.D., was elected to a fel
lowship in the Philadelphia College of Phy
sicians.
BIRTH: to Howard G. Becker and his wife
Susan, a boy, Andrew Joseph.

' 64_____________________________
Eugene McGonigle, Ph.D., has been
promoted to director, pharmaceutical

' 51___________________________
Anthony J. D’Orazio is guidance director at
Memorial Intermediate School, in Vineland,
N.J.

' 53____________________________
Carol Von Nell has entered the Benedictine
order at St. Anselm Abbey, in Washington,
D.C.

' 5 5____________________________
Louis J. Steif, Ph.D., head of the laboratory
for extraterrestrial physics, Astrochemistry
Branch, at the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration’s Goddard Space
Flight Center, in Maryland, has received an
achievement award from Catholic Univer
sity’s Alumni Association.

'56_____________________________
John J. Kelly was elected to the Superior
Court of Pennsylvania in the November 5
elections.
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Alumni volunteers gather at F idelity Bank to initiate the 1985-86 Annual Fund Phonathon
Program. Left to right: W illiam F. M eale, '65, Edw ard M. Kiernan, '61, W illiam J. Leim kuhler,
'65, C harles E. Adler, '56. The goal for this y e a r ’s Annual Fund a p p ea l is $700,000.

analysis, for the Ortho Pharmaceutical Cor
poration in Raritan, N.J.

'71_____________________________

'6 5________________________
Kerron Barnes has been appointed director
of development for the City of Asbury Park,
N.J. Father James Kolb, C.S.P., is pastor of
the St. Mark’s University Parish, in Fair
banks, Alaska. This is his ninth year of ser
vice to the university campus. Raymond
Leary has been promoted to professor of
chemistry at Montgomery County (Pa.) Com
munity College. During a Spring sabbatical
leave, he will be pursuing graduate work in
chemistry and computer science.

'6 7________________________
Thomas E. Dempsey was elected Municipal
Court Judge for the City of Philadelphia on
November 5. Robert J. Fritz is the assistant
supervisor at the Goshen (N.J.) Group Home
of the Cape May County Unit of the Associa
tion for Retarded Citizens. John J. Motley is
working in a 30 man multispecialty group in
Lansdale, Pa., participating in clinical re
search done on behalf of several pharma
ceutical firms, for submission of efficacy/safety information to the F.D.A.

'68____________________
George W. Luther, III, Ph.D., was a 1985 New
Jersey Institute of Chemists Honor Scroll
awardee. Gregory E. Sciolla rowed in the
Masters World games in August and won
three gold medals. He then competed in the
first Masters Olympics and won two gold
medals.
BIRTH: to Gregory E. Sciolla and his wife,
their second son, Thomas Joseph.

’69

Mancini

Richard J. Conte is TMI-1 re-start manager
in charge of the NRC’s inspection program
for the re-start of Three Mile Island Unit 1
Nuclear Power Generating Station. Robert J.
Kauffman was elected president of the
Entertainment Group Inc., an event manage
ment and entertainment consulting com
pany. Denis S. Longo is a member of the
technical staff at AT&T Bell Laboratories in
Holmdel, N.J. Kenneth R. Mancini has been
promoted to vice president-commercial
banking at P.S.F.S. in Philadelphia.

'70________________________ _
Michael Anthony DellaVecchia, M.D., Ph.D.,
is the founder and president of Medical De
sign Associates of the University City Sci
ence Center. The firm specializes in inven
tions and the development of devices for
medical technologies. Edward A. Flynn was
promoted to captain in the Jersey City Police
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DellaVecchia

Department. He currently is a candidate for
a Ph.D. in Criminal Justice at Jersey City
State College.

William J. Convey has been assigned to the
East Detective Division of the Philadelphia
Police Department. Domenic F. DeCesaris
has formed his own mortgage company, Key
stone Mortgage Corp. Bartley F. Fair is an
ad m inistrativ e manager for Equital
Financial Services, in Mount Laurel, N.J.
Laurence J. Kelly, CLU, has received the
Chartered Financial Consultant (ChFC) des
ignation from the American College of Bryn
Mawr, Pa.

CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO?
None of us would ever deliberate
ly throw money away. Yet, countless
numbers of dollars are lost needless
ly each year because of the lack of
careful planning. Current statistics
show that literally millions of dollars
pile up weekly in probate courts be
cause people did not plan for the in
evitable; they died without a will, or
with an unclear or outdated will. Re
cent surveys estimate that anywhere
from 50% to 60% of all individuals
of adult age in the United States
today die intestate or without a valid
will.
Obviously, there is no single
answer as to why this happens; how
ever, I would like to briefly present
a few reasons that are well substan
tiated. First, many people simply do
not understand what property makes
up their estate; and, most people do
not realize that everything they own,
or have a right to ownership at the
time of their death, will be included
in their estate. This may even in
clude the proceeds of life insurance
policies.
Second, many people are reluctant
to have a will drawn because of the
fear of high cost. Actually, the aver
age cost is really quite small unless
the will contains some very sophisti
cated devices. Often the expense for
a properly drawn will can save
thousands of dollars that could have
been paid in the form of taxes.
Third, people do not understand
the laws of descent and distribution.
These state laws govern the distribu
tion on a person’s property when he
dies without a will—intestate. This,
then, is the will the state has written
for you if you don’t exercise your
right to have a will drawn for your
self. In most instances, property will
not pass as the testator would have
wished, and since most folks work
hard for what they have ac
cumulated, they should have every
right to have it distributed the way
they wish—as stated in their wills.
In addition, the state makes no

provision for a gift to any charity;
therefore, loyal La Salle Alumni
would not be able to provide gen
erous bequests to La Salle University
without a will.
Fourth, and tending to override all
the other reasons, is simply
PROCRASTINATION. People (law
yers too) may know it’s necessary to
have a well drawn will, but feel that
it’s something they can always get
around to—later. An interesting fact
about a will is that it only becomes
operative at the testator’s death. A
will has no legal effect until that
time, and, therefore, it can be
amended, a codicil added or when
necessary, a new will can be drawn.
Since circumstances continue to
change, a will should be flexible and
should reflect the present needs of
the testator.
The topic of wills is certainly a
sensitive issue, but it should be dis
cussed openly with people close to
you, your family. Parents should de
cide some things together, such as
guardianship of under age children
and the disposition of personal prop
erty.
As pointed out earlier, you’ll need
the expert help of an attorney, since
the laws affecting wills are com
plicated and vary from state to state.
Remember an invalid will can be as
disastrous for your family as the lack
of one, so this is not the place to cut
corners. Since a will does not hap
pen automatically, and since there
are certain steps you should take, La
Salle University’s Office of Planned
Giving will be pleased to send you a
publication explaining what must be
done so that you can enjoy the com
forting knowledge that your wishes
and preferences will be observed.
Write to Arthur C. Stanley, Director
of Planned Giving, La Salle Univer
sity, Philadelphia, PA 19141, or call
(215) 951-1540 for a copy of “Will
Your Wishes Be Followed?’’ We are
pleased to be of service to you as you
make more effective estate plans.
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'73
Thomas Aton is assistant head of the Powerplants Branch, U.S. Navy Aviation Supply
office in Philadelphia. Roger Barth, Ph.D.,
has accepted an assistant professorship in
chemistry at West Chester University. R.
Anne Price Salmon is directing the 1985-86
subscription campaign of the Philadelphia
Theatre Caravan of the Annenberg Center,
University of Pennsylvania. John S.
Wzdrzynski has been appointed laboratory
manager in the Division of Anatomic
Pathology at the Hospital of the University
of Pennsylvania.
BIRTH: to Susan Schumacher Plage and her
husband Peter, their first child, a son, Eric
Matthew.
BIRTH: to William J. Convey and his wife,
Teresa, a set of twins, Brian and Brigid.

'72 _____________________________________
Richard McGough received his master s
degree in intercultural communications
from the University of Illinois in Chicago. He
specialized in Mideastern affairs. John F.
McInerney, Ph.D., has opened a group prac
tice with three associates for psychotherapy
and psychological services in Rio Grande,
N.J.
'74

___________________________________

Donald Casolaro has been appointed casino
marketing representative at the Philadelphia
branch office of Atlantis Casino Hotel.
Joseph A. Jelen, Jr., M.D., passed his or
thopaedic board examination, and has
fulfilled the requirements of the American
Board of Orthopaedic Surgery. Raymond
Montoni is a mathematics teacher at North
west Area High School, in Shickshinny, Pa.
Deborah Wisniewski-Burnett has formed a
corporation: Design Services, Inc. She is cur
rently the on-air designer for the CBS-TV
affiliate, WTVF in Nashville, Tenn.
BIRTH: to Carmela Melso Galati and her
husband Saverio, a daughter, Michelle
Marie.

'75

___________________________________

James F. Bernardo is the administrator of
Westminster Village, a continuing care re
tirement community in Allentown, Pa.
Gerald V. Burke, M.D., finished his fellow
ship training in reproductive endocrinology
and infertility at Jefferson Medical College
of Thomas Jefferson University Hospital. He
has opened a private practice in Haddonfield, N.J., dealing with gynecology and re
productive endocrinology. Joseph Paglione is
a sales engineer with Scientific Representa
tives, Inc. Harry S. Shanis, Ph.D., is an evalu
ator with the U.S. General Accounting Office
in the Philadelphia regional office.
BIRTHS: to John Mastronardo and his wife
Joyce, their first child, a son, Matthew Lee;
to William N. McCambley, Jr. and his wife
Patricia A. McCambley, ’84, a son, Kevin
Matthew; to Carol L. McCloskey and her
husband James E. McCloskey, ’68, a son, Wil
liam; to Frederick R. Strathmann and his
wife, a second child, a son, Elliot.

'76

__________________________________

Judith Opatow received her master’s degree
in library science from St. John’s University
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in Jamaica, N.Y. She is employed as a refer
ence and music librarian at East Rockaway
(N.J.) Public Library.

'7 7 ____________________________________ _
Charles F. Cerveny has been promoted to
group leader—instrumentation, at Johnson
Mattley, Inc., in West Deptford, N.J. JoAnn
Fernandez Magnatta is assistant to the presi
dent at St. Joseph’s University.
BIRTH: to Paul M. Coady, M.D. and his wife
Janet, their first child, Matthew Paul.
'78 ____________________________________
Renee A. Basile has been promoted to ac
count manager of The Matrix Organization,
Inc. in Wayne, Pa. Francis A. Buffett has
received his doctor of Optometry degree
from the Pennsylvania College of Op
tometry. Michael R. Burzak has received his
master’s degree in public administration
from Penn State University. Karen R.
Pushaw, Esq., is an associate with the Phila
delphia law firm of Blank, Rome, Comisky
& McCauley.
MARRIAGES: James J. Baillie to Patricia
Choos; Francis A. Buffett to Jane Mazzella.
BIRTH: to Dr. Jeffrey S. Parkins and his
wife, Audrey Mento Parkins, ’79, their first
child, a daughter, Andrea Jean.
'7 9 ____________________________________

_

Brian J. Fitzgibbons has received his mas
ter’s degree in education from Beaver Col
lege. He is a special education technology
consultant with the Regional Resources
Center, in King of Prussia. Thomas F. Knause
is copy editor for the Reading (Pa.) EagleTimes. Monica Trotter Blash received, with
distinction, her master’s degree in education
from Beaver College.
BIRTHS: to Joseph W. Eisenhardt, Jr. and his
wife, a son, Joseph Mark; to Audrey Mento
Parkins and her husband Dr. Jeffrey S.
Parkins, ’78, their first child, a daughter, An
drea Jean.

' 80 _____________________________
Nawanda E. Wesolowski was promoted to
associate professor in radiologic technology
at Community College of Philadelphia. She
presented a paper entitled “Writing A cross
the Curriculum in R adiography and other
C ollege A llied H ealth P rofessions," to the

Association of Educators in Radiologic Sci
ences in Chicago in November. Constance A.
Buffett received her doctor of dental surgery
degree (DDS) from Temple University
School of Dentistry.

' 81_____________________________
MARRIAGE: Gregory J. Nowak, Esq. to De
nise Maggetti.

’82_____________________________________
Mark S. Farber is a mental rehabilitation
resident counselor with P.A.T.H., Inc.
MARRIAGES: Michael A. Basile to Millicent
F. Dulin, ’85; Michael G. Weick to Julia A.
Kelly.

' 8 3 _____________________________
Kathleen Boyd is financial planning as
sociate at Escalator Investments, Inc. in
Elkins Park, Pa.
BIRTH: to Sharon K. Byrne and her husband,
Patrick, a daughter.

' 84 ____________________________
Mary J. Bradley has published two articles
in TORN (Today’s OR Nurse): “OR recruits
need a hand,” April, 1985, and “Let the Cam
era teach in the OR,” June 1985. Michael
Coughlin is a program coordinator with the
Leukemia Society of South Jersey.

’8 5______________________

Sitler

Teresa Andris, owner/operator of “The
Bowman School of Dance” in Cherry Hill,
N.J., has been named cheerleading coach at
La Salle. Lorraine R. Sitler received the 1985
La Salle University Women’s Studies Essay
Award for her essay. “The Treatment of
Female Status Offenders by the Juvenile Jus
tice System.”

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

'40_____________________________
Nicholas F. Pensiero has retired from R.C.A.
and is a senior associate in P.R. Public Af
fairs Company.

search and Technology, U.S. Small Business
Administration.

’60

' 54 _____________________________
James J. Boggs has been appointed vice
president, automotive and engine starting
systems, for Ingersoll-Rand Company.

' 58____________________________ _
Michael A. Caputo has been promoted to
head of the weapons systems support branch
of the Naval Air Systems Command, Depart
ment of the Navy, in Washington, D.C. Edgar
Snare was appointed director of research
acquisition policy, office of Innovation Re-

Sgro

White

Joseph J. Sgro has established Development

Growth, Inc., in Washington, D.C., a firm
specializing in resource development for
non-profit clientele seeking fund-raising
counsel. George T. White is a general agent
for Allstate Insurance Company in Hunt
ingdon Valley, Pa.

'61________________________
Martin Ney, Mullica Township (N.J.) Super
intendent of Schools, has received his doc
torate in education from Nova University.

’6

3

_______________

William A. McDonald is technical advisor to
the comptroller of the Naval Surface
Weapons Center, in Dahlgren, Va.

’65

Linda O'Donnell, who has spent the past 11 years working among the R osebu d Sioux Indians
in South Dakota, show s h er Signum F idei m edal, to h er fath er John T., ’52; m other, Thelma,
and brother, Peter, '76. Miss O'Donnell re ceiv e d the highest aw ard co n ferred by the univer
sity's Alumni A ssociation on Nov. 22, the sam e night som e 70 day and evening under
graduates w ere inducted into the A lpha Epsilon H onor Society.

Ryan
Edward J. Lynch is chairman, Diocesan
Elementary Board of Education, in Col
umbus, Ohio. Raymond A. Noll is head of the
micrographics department at the National
Rehabilitation Center (Elwyn), in West
Philadelphia. Richard P. Ryan has been
named vice president-sales, Railcar Division
of Evans Products Company.
BIRTH: to William McMahon and his wife
Sandy, their seventh child, a son, Brian
Sean.

Edwin P. Gilbert has been named senior vice
president, controller and management infor
mation systems, for Sperry Corporation. Wil
liam J. (Bill) Magarity, Jr., has just opened
a new import automobile dealership, Yugo
Bryn Mawr, at 736 Lancaster Ave., in
suburban Philadelphia.

and the health care field. David Smolizer, an
associate broker with Remax Realty As
sociates in Camp Hill, Pa., was elected to a
second term on the Board of Directors of
Greater Harrisburg Board of Realtors.

’68_______________________________

Charles L. Bakaitis has been named general
manager of Union Camp Corporation’s cor
rugated box plant, in Centerville, Ohio.

Edward B. Cody was promoted to super
visory management analyst for the Defense
Communications Agency in Arlington, Va.
John R. Vasoli is vice president-treasurer of
Vasoli Electric Co., Inc., in Oreland, Pa.
BIRTHS: to Edward B. Cody and his wife
Cathy, a son, David Charles; to James E.
M cCloskey and his wife, Carol L.
McCloskey, ’75, a son, William.

’66

'69______________________________
Moore

Thomas J. Dvorak has been appointed a
senior planner in IBM entry system division
headquarters. Robert F. Moore has been
named vice president and chief financial of
ficer at Foster Medical Corporation, in Phila
delphia.

Joseph Bonocore is the regional managing
partner of the Midwest consulting practice
for Coopers & Lybrand. John P. Gallagher, a
partner in the Philadelphia law firm of
Schubert, Bellwoar, Mallon & Walheim, was
recently appointed to the Board of Directors
of Sacred Heart Manor, a nursing care fa
cility in Philadelphia. Robert Mastrogiovanni has been named manager of an Internal
Revenue Service group in the examination
division in Allentown-Bethlehem. BIRTH: to
Frederick Wilson and his wife Pat, a son,
Richard F.

’7 0 ___________________ _

Gilbert

La Salle, Winter 1985-86

Magarity

Albert A. Lagore was appointed material
manager in the power generation division of
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Charles
A. Plagens was named controller for Phila
delphia Golf, Inc., a private company that
leases and manages Philadelphia’s five (5)
municipal courses. Nicholas Rudi has
formed his own company that provides
financial consulting in the tax exempt
financing market, real estate development

’72

’73
Howard M. Eisenthal has opened a boat
store, Anchor Marine Sales, in Trainer, Pa.
William D. Fox, Jr., was selected as coach of
the McDonald’s United States All-Star team
in Washington, D.C. and coached his team to
a win over the Metro All-Stars.

’74

Muth

James T. Glowacki has been promoted to
major in the United States Army. He is cur
rently stationed at Fort Monmouth N.J. John
G. Esposito is chief of quality engineering
with Tele-Dynamics division of Hamilton
Standard, in Fort Washington, Pa. James T.
Muth has been named vice president-chief
financial officer for the Voit Companies, in
Woodland Hills, California.
BIRTH: to Edward J. Campanella, Esq. and
his wife, their second child, a boy, Edward
John, Jr.
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MARRIAGES: Donna Alberto to Kevin J.
Donahue; Maureen B. Conboy to Matthew
Traynor.

' 84

__________________________________ _
Patrick Shanahan is teaching economics and
accounting at St. John Neumann High
School, in Philadelphia, where he also
serves as varsity tennis coach.
BIRTH: to Patricia A. McCambley and her
husband William N. McCambley, Jr., ’75, a
son, Kevin Matthew.

'85_____________________________
MARRIAGE: Millicent F. Dulin to Michael
F. Basile, ’82.

MBA
Members of La S alle’s track alumni, organized by Dr. Jam es J. O ’Neill, ’74, returned to
campus for an organizational meeting on Oct. 5 to kick-off a fundraising drive for a new
all-weather track. (They are first row, from left): Dave Boligitz, Pete Dougherty, Mike
Murphy, fo e Ryan, Ira Davis, Vic Gavin, Dennis Elmer, Ed Waddington, Jim Boligitz. Stand
ing (from left): Jim Gavaghan, Tom Boland, Frank Ferry, Ralph Palatucci, Jim O'Neill,
Anthony Carney, Jim Firmani, Joe Martin, Bill Devlin, Joe Murray, Ron Larentowicz, Mike
Costello.

Kane

Edward G. Charlton, Esq., has become
claims counsel for Reliance Insurance Com
pany. Joseph F. Kane has been named super
visor of Radiation Surveys at the University
of Pennsylvania. He is a member of the Dela
ware Valley Society for Radiation Safety.
____________________________________

Robert P. DiRenzo received his M.B.A. from
Temple University and is the manager of
financial affairs with W. Atlee Burpee, in
Warminister, Pa.
BIRTHS: to Robert P. DiRenzo and his wife
Valerie, a son, Paul Michael; to Thomas G.
McBride and his wife Josephine Corrieri
McBride, ’78, a son, Peter S.

'7

Stephen Gin, Jr., is vice president of Fidelity
Bank & Trust Company of New Jersey.

' 83____________________________
Joseph X. Vazquez has joined Financial Ser
vices, Merck Sharp and Dohme Operations,
as a financial analyst.

' 80______________________________

'7 5

'7 7

' 82_____________________________

8

Susan M. Chubik is a marketing representa
tive for I.B.M., in Washington, D.C., and has
been performing in their industrial shows.
Michael G. Medvidik has completed his
CMA examination and has accepted a po
sition at Minigraph, Inc., as controller.
Terence K. O’Hara, CPA has been promoted
to audit manager at the public accounting
firm of KMG Main Hurdman in Philadel
phia.

'81_____________________________
John D. Rossi, III, CPA, has formed a firm
with his father, Rossi & Company, CPA in
Allentown, Pa. Andrea K. Teel has been
named professor of business administration
at the State University of New York College
at Fredonia. Joseph X. Vazquez has joined
Financial Services, Merck Sharp and Dohme
Operations, as a financial analyst. Gregory
J. Webster is a real estate loan officer with
Continental Bank in Philadelphia.
MARRIAGE: Thomas E. Alexandrowicz to
Barbara Ifkonitz.
BIRTH: to Marianne Steelman Barr and her
husband Paul Barr, ’81, a daughter, Kaitlin
Mari.

'82_____________________________
______________________

Stephen Gin, Jr., is vice president of Fidelity
Bank & Trust Company of New Jersey.
BIRTHS: to Josephine Corrieri McBride and
her husband Thomas G. McBride ’77, a son,
Peter S.; to Kenneth Schapire and his wife
Andrea, a son, Brett Justin.

Constance Curley has been licensed as a
C.P.A. Vernita F. Hall was promoted to data
base specialist with the Philadelphia Gas
Works.
MARRIAGE: Benjamin Cohen to Pamela
Tingler; Alicia M. Koszarek to J. Patrick
O’Grady, Jr., ’82.

NECROLOGY
’35
Isadore S. Cohen, M.D.
Joseph F. Meehan

’51
Joseph T. Olson

’52
Nicholas M. DiStefano

’53
Joseph A. Adams

’55
Thomas P. Dunne, Jr.

’62
Peter E. Doyle

’63
Joseph Henry Thuman, S.J.

’65
John C. Pionzio

’71
E. Barry Henry

'7 9

__________________________________

BIRTHS: to Denise Lange-Monaghan and
her husband, a second son, Andrew Joseph;
to Thomas F. Crawford and his wife Joan,
their first child, a daughter, Kimberly.
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'83_____________________________
Catharine A. Cortese received her C.P.A.
designation in October. Kathleen M. Griffin
has been named promotions director for
WBOS 93 FM, in Boston, Mass.

’80
Alfred Amberg
Michael J. Callahan

Phase II Begins
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